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Year 5/6 Summer term- Ancient China 
 

Subject Skills and Objectives  
 

Possible  activities  

English 
(Link with 
MFL) 

Harry Potter (Year 6 and 5/6) 
 
 
Sherlock Holmes (Year 5) 

Narrative 
Adding a chapter 
 
Inference and Deduction with clues to solves 
Police reports 
Narrative 
Diary Entries 

Maths 
enrichment  

Mandarin numbers Studying China’s number system – in particular counting in 
Mandarin and looking at pronunciation 

Science Light 

Identify light sources 

Know the principle properties of light 

Understand how a reflection is created 

To study shadows and understand what 

makes them. 

 

Shadow investigations 
 
Investigations into opaque and translucent 
 
Observation and investigation into light rays 
 
 
 

History Develop a chronologically secure knowledge 
and understanding of British, local and world 
history.                                                                  
 
Establish clear narratives within and across 
the periods they study.                                                
 
Develop the appropriate use of historical 
terms.                                                                    
 
Construct informed responses that involve 
thoughtful selection and organisation of 

History of China 
History of the Shang Dynasty 
History of Shang Dynasty bronze 
Research into Chinese History 
China Fact file 
Artefacts to look at 
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relevant historical information.  
Understand how our knowledge of the past is 
constructed from a range of sources. 
 
 Regularly address and sometimes devise 
historically valid questions about change, 
cause, similarity and difference, and 
significance.                                                      

Geography  (Not covered through this topic)  

PSHCE Realise the consequences of anti-social and 
aggressive behaviours 
 
Understand the basic principles of democracy  
 

Show Racism the Red card sessions 
Litter picking 
 
Looking at the elections and how our Government works. 
 

Computing Use sequence, selection and repetition in 
programs; work with variables and various 
forms of input and output. 
 

Understand how databases work and how to build and modify a 
database for differing purposes. 

ART Investigate and combine visual and tactile 
qualities of materials and processes and to 
match these qualities to the purpose of the 
work. 
 
Apply their experience of materials and 
processes, including drawing, developing their 
control of tools and techniques. 
 
Use a variety of methods and approaches to 
communicate observations, ideas and feelings, 
and to design and make images and artefacts. 
 
To improve mastery of art techniques 
 

Making and decorating Chinese fans 
Making Willow pattern designs and look at the designs out there 
 
Tangram pictures 
 

DT Understand and use techniques to strengthen Chinese Food tasting 
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and reinforce structures 

PE 
(Link with 
MFL) 

Games Tennis 
Orienteering 

Music 
(Link with 
MFL) 

Improvise and compose music for a range of 

purposes using the inter-related dimensions of 

music (Taken from NC 2014) 

Using increasing notation 
 
Appreciate and understand a wide range of 

high-quality live and recorded music drawn 

from different traditions and from great 

composers and musicians (Taken from NC 

2014) 

Use voice and instruments with increasing 

accuracy, control and expression. 

 
 

History of Chinese Music 
 
Chinese instruments 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/topics/primary.shtml#music 
 
 
Charanga Key Stage 2 Freestyle 
Topic: Around the world- lantern song 
 
Singing School Resources 
Poor bird 
 
 

MFL  Les Vetements  Looking at French sports and learning vocabulary. 

R.E. Expressing Faith through the Arts 
 

Drama 
Music appreciation 
Different forms of art appreciation 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/topics/primary.shtml#music

